
  
    

[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-12-20

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #37 from seib...@balthas.de ---
Problem still exists in Version: 6.4.6.2 (Build-ID: 1:6.4.6-0ubuntu0.20.04.1)
in December 2020.

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the assignee for the 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-12-20

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

seib...@balthas.de changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   Severity|minor   |normal
 CC|   




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-12-15

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #36 from steffan.steff...@gmx.net ---
(In reply to R. Green from comment #35)
> This is a big deal for book writers. It impacts negatively on the utility of
> the document to the reader.


I’d like to chime in – if someone 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-12-15

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #35 from R. Green  ---
This is a big deal for book writers. It impacts negatively on the utility of
the document to the reader.

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the assignee for the 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-08-31

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Buovjaga  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

 CC||greenandpleasant2000-suppor
   




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-05-17

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

RGB  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

 Status|NEEDINFO|NEW

--- Comment #33 from RGB  ---
(In 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-05-17

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Greg Schofield  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

 Status|NEW |NEEDINFO

--- Comment #32 from 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-03-23

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Timur  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   Severity|enhancement |minor

-- 
You are receiving this mail 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-03-23

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #31 from Timur  ---
One-way link for endnotes used to work in OO 3.3 and Lo 3.3 (and Description is
correct). But I see that it doesn't work all the way from LO 3.5. 
Such an old regression may be notBibisectable, so I marked 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-03-23

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Timur  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   See Also||https://bugs.documentfounda
  




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-03-04

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Timur  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

Version|6.4.0.3 release |Inherited From OOo
 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2020-03-04

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Mahipal Gunawat  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

Version|Inherited From OOo  |6.4.0.3 release





[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2019-11-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Xisco Faulí  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   Priority|high|medium

--- Comment #27 from Xisco 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2019-05-05

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #26 from stragu  ---
I can confirm this bug with the following version and setup:

Version: 6.2.2.2
Build ID: 1:6.2.2-0ubuntu0.18.04.1~lo1
CPU threads: 8; OS: Linux 4.15; UI render: default; VCL: gtk3; 
Locale: en-AU 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2019-01-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Timur  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

Version|3.3.0 release   |Inherited From OOo

-- 
You are receiving 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2019-01-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #25 from Erik Wesselius  ---
Created attachment 148723
  --> https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/attachment.cgi?id=148723=edit
Test pdf showing export bug endnote links

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2019-01-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #24 from Erik Wesselius  ---
Created attachment 148722
  --> https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/attachment.cgi?id=148722=edit
Test doc for pdf export bug endnote links

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2018-11-08

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #23 from Gernot Pokorny  ---
Endnote confirmed in 6.0.6.2

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the assignee for the bug.___
Libreoffice-bugs mailing list





[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2018-08-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Erkki Laaneoks  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

 CC||laane...@ut.ee

--- Comment #22 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2018-03-13

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #21 from Theo von Stullefeld  ---
Bug confirmed for Writer Version: 5.4.5.1.

In  Writer: 
footnote and endnote: both directions ok

In exported PDF:
footnote:   down to footnote ok, back to text broken





[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2018-03-07

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #20 from Arturo Espinosa  ---
Confirmed for 5.4.2.2

I don't think this bug is too complicated to fix. Please, lots of people are
reporting this and it has been years since it was first reported.

-- 
You 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2018-02-22

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Timur  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   Severity|major   |enhancement

-- 
You 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2017-08-21

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Pénzes Dávid  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

 Blocks||107733







[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2017-06-20

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #19 from Raphaël Droz  ---
Affecting 5.2.7

-- 
You are receiving this mail because:
You are the assignee for the bug.___
Libreoffice-bugs mailing list





[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2017-06-19

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #18 from Raphaël Droz  ---
https://bz.apache.org/ooo/show_bug.cgi?id=96257
> "pdf export loses footnote/endnote-link back to anchor"
OP
>> chrk 2008-11-16 21:21:59 
> In a pdf-document exported from this 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2017-04-14

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Kirstie  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

Version|3.3.2 release   |3.3.0 release

--- 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2016-10-29

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

Xisco Faulí  changed:

   What|Removed |Added

   Keywords|




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2016-02-21

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #16 from Miguel Angel  ---
Hello.

I'm using the version of LibreOffice 5.0.5 with Ubuntu 15.04 and still exists
this bug when exporting a writer document to PDF. 

Thanks a lot

-- 
You are 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2016-02-21

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

--- Comment #15 from QA Administrators  ---
** Please read this message in its entirety before responding **

To make sure we're focusing on the bugs that affect our users today,
LibreOffice QA is asking bug 




[Libreoffice-bugs] [Bug 38187] BUG : When exporting .odt to .pdf: there is no hyperlink between main text and endnote, missing both ways



2015-02-12

Thread
bugzilla-daemon



https://bugs.documentfoundation.org/show_bug.cgi?id=38187

bernard bernard@gmail.com changed:

   What|Removed |Added

Summary|Functionality request: When |BUG : When 
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